SEO
Checklist

welcome
a little topic of SEO

The topic of SEO is anything but little. And today we're going to go over
some of the most important bits that you need to check. I have an e-book on
my blog that covers how to do these things. Today - we're going to give you a
simple list that you can review before you hit publish.
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glossary
SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization, and it’s the science – or some might
call it art – of getting your web pages viewed on the first page of search engines.
Black Hat SEO: the practice of using methods that are short-term, often effective
quite quickly but likely to get you de-indexed from Google on their next algorithm
upgrade
Index: this is the big daddy of a database that Google keeps up to date so it knows
where to point people when they're searching for "Pizza by my house". So to be
'de-indexed' is to be removed from the all important Google database
Keywords: keywords are those words or phrases that best explain your content
Searchers: those who are using a search engine Search Engines: Google, Bing,
Yahoo, etc
SERP: search engine result pages. Obviously the closer to page one you get, the
more searchers will see your site
White Hat SEO: using long-term, Google guideline-obeying methods
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FOUNDATIONS
SEARCH ENGINE
Search engine optimization for websites is not only about content, but site
structure as well. Customizing your WordPress settings is the first step to
SEO success.
SPEED / CORE WEB VITALS
Core web vitals is another way to measure speed and the user's experience.
It will take into account when a page 'jumps' when you're trying to read it. It
takes into account blank spaces staring at you while you're waiting for it to
load.
INTERSTITIALS
Just a fancy word for things-that-get-in-the-way. These are things like popups and ads that are just too in-the-way. Google frowns upon anything that
interferes with the user experience.
ON-PAGE & OFF-PAGE
After a well structured site, you will also need to do on-page and off-page
optimizations. We will explore each of these below. Before we do, it's
important to have a solid secure and fast SEO plugin. We recommend SEO
for WP by Yoast.
SECURITY
An SSL certificate is essential to be indexed by Google. These are installed by
your host company and are usually free of charge.
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BEFORE YOU PUBLISH
Pick a topic based on your content pillars, and keyword research. This will
allow you to build a post around a topic that is popular and easy to rank for.
Although we will use the term "keywords" we are referring to the plural or
singular of a long-tail keyword phrase.

customize your permalink with the name of your post
use keywords in your post title (in SEO settings box) & write a custom
excerpt to entice click-throughs
use ONE page title (H1), use the headers in order of importance - not
for style

add keywords to at least a few of your H2s and make the topic
(keywords) clear through the copy of your post
add interesting and relevant media, with the appropriate alt-tags and
titles (do not stuff with keywords)

if appropriate, use recipe, review, faq or how-to plugins to create the
proper schema; media is done for you
always include your name, linked to your author archives in either
the top or bottom of your post
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SITE-WIDE CHECKLIST
We recommend using the SEO for WP Plugin by Yoast. And configure the
site settings using the below for reference:
always complete the title and tagline/description in General settings
use post titles, no dates in your permalinks
do not use paging on comments unless necessary
upload logos and use Organization in SEO Settings general settings,
unless you are an author - then use Person.
Do not erase the title of your site - just hide it in css if you wish to
use a background header or logo - the homepage should have your
site name in the address tab name, not 'home' or ' '

index your categories, not your tags, 'show' them on your site is fine,
but do not index them
use sitemap by the plugin and submit to google search console.
sitemap address is: yoursite.com/sitemap_index.xml

always redirect image links to the actual image, not the media page
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create

MEDIA OPTIMIZATION

01 02 03

Upload images 2000px
wide. And portrait or
landscape - whatever
your blog uses.

Use an image
optimization
plugin like
ewww.io.

Save your media
with a descriptive
file name.

04 05 06

Always complete
the description
and alt tags.

Make sure your
image plugin
serves the webp
type of image.
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Serve high quality
non-stock images.

SEO E-Book
I've been teaching SEO for 14
years and the principles have
remained the same - so I know
that we're doing it correctly.
Others may scramble to rename
all their headers - but if you follow
the spirit of the law and work with
the algorithm, you will never be
scrambling or de-indexed.
Grab the free e-book "Do It
Yourself SEO for Long Term
Results & Ethical People" on my
blog here.
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